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Freewheeling, flat broke.
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Indie artist Amber Borotsik in Windrow Productions’ Backwater.
Created by Amber Borotsik and Jesse Gervais.
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When we began discussing this issue’s theme at our
editorial meeting, the first task at hand was to figure
out a definition of ‘indie theatre.’ And I’m glad
we did—almost every contributor asked me for a
definition as they worked on their pieces. And
there’s even a difference between cities—the
Calgary Herald recently referred to Ghost River
Theatre as an independent company, even though
we’ve been a not-for-profit for twelve years.
And Edmontonians scoff at that. For the record,
we’re defining indie theatre as work being made outside of
an incorporated company. Except we’re making a bit of an exception
for Matt Grue’s article on what’s happening in Red Deer—in that city most
of the work is being done by companies that are incorporated but derive all or most
of their funding from box office revenues and donations and don’t employ full-time staff.
Complicated? Yes.
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Also complicated, so it seems from the opinions expressed in this issue, are our feelings
about indie theatre. It appears we’re of two minds—part of us loves the freedom to produce
without the baggage of boards, seasons, buildings and other infrastructure. The result is
adventurous programming, flexible working models and enhanced opportunities to grow our
skills through hard work and struggle. A lot of struggle.
Which brings us to the other part of how we’re feeling. Indie theatre brings a lot of good
things to the Albertan theatre ecology. But it’s also a bit of a slog sometimes—small
houses, multiple production hats to wear (I remember being a lighting designer, technical
director, performer and marketing director on a show years ago) and not a whole lot of
scratch to show for it once the box office has been divvied up. On a darker note, maybe
the model is even detrimental in the long-term. How long can people go without a living
wage or a sustainable working schedule? Can this model sustain artists into their 40s or
50s? Don’t we deserve more?
Of course, I’m asking these questions as I’m sitting at the breakfast table, about to head
out to a day of creation work on a new indie theatre project. And I’m really jazzed about
this one. So obviously I’m conflicted.
In this issue our writers duke it out with various aspects of indie theatre. Edmontonian
Lana Hughes, who has spent a good portion of time flitting between Calgary and
Edmonton recently, compares the indie theatre cultures that exist in both cities.
Geoff Ewert outlines some new possibilities in Equity policies that may benefit indie
artists. We ask a panel of indie theatre creators about some of the ups and downs
of doing their work. And Matt Grue lets us in on what’s happening in the Red Deer
scene. We’re also starting a new feature, The Process, in which artists document
recent rehearsal experiences. All Stages technical editor Scott Peters provides
useful tips on how designers and technicians can survive an indie process. And
Azimuth Theatre AD and NextFest Festival Director Steve Pirot gets the final word in
a guest editorial.
Whatever way we do it, let’s make it happen folks.

David van Belle
editor
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News

The 2011/2012 Playbill
Hot Off The Press!

Online, our friends at Gomez
Design have been hard at work
increasing our site’s mobile
functionality. Scan this QR
code with your smartphone
or tablet for immediate
access to company and
production information for
shows happening today,
next week, next month,
nearby, or far away.

Theatre Alberta’s Playbill poster has been proudly displayed in high school drama
rooms, rehearsal halls and box offices throughout the province for the past 15
years. Each year we distribute 3,500+ copies around Alberta to promote the fine
work we are creating and producing.
The Playbill section of www.theatrealberta.com is consistently in our top three
visited pages—averaging 2,000+ monthly visits.
This year we’ve added some new features to the Playbill’s printed and online content.
On the poster, you’ll notice we’ve highlighted the scores of Albertan and Canadian
plays being produced across the province this season—calling special attention to our
homegrown theatre scene.

NOW GO SEE A PLAY!
Didn’t receive your copy of the 2011/2012 Playbill poster? Not a member of Theatre Alberta?
Contact us at theatreab@theatrealberta.com or 1-888-422-8160.

Theatre Alberta’s Library is a useful
resource for independent theatre artists.

Edmonton indie company The Maggie Tree was nominated for a Sterling award for Outstanding
Independent Production in 2011 for its production of Shatter by Trina Davies. Kill Your
Television, also from Edmonton, got the same nod in 2010 for its production of Mourning Dove
by Emil Sher.

Shatter by Trina Davies
1917. The largest man-made explosion prior to Hiroshima. Two thousand dead, hundreds
injured and blinded and many more homeless. Shatter explores the little-known details of the
aftermath of the Halifax Explosion of 1917. As a community tries to find someone to blame,
four characters search through the rubble for something true. Lyrical and shockingly relevant
to our post-9/11 world, Shatter is an examination of the cycles of fear.

Mourning Dove by Emil Sher
Inspired by a true story, this play explores the unspeakable dilemma faced by Doug Ramsay,
the father of a severely disabled girl. When Doug takes matters into his own hands, no one
is prepared for the fallout: relationships are ruptured, assumptions are turned inside out. A
timely reminder of the power of theatre to transform age-old questions into art.
These titles are available to Theatre Alberta members through our library. Go to
theatrealberta.com/script_library.htm to find out how to access these resources.
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News

by vanessa sabourin

Belarus Free Theatre
Belarus Free Theatre (BFT) is an underground theatre group that was
founded by playwright Nikolai Khalezin and his wife Natalia Koliada
in 2005 as a means of resisting Belarusian government pressure and
censorship. “All theatres in Belarus are state-owned. The directors and
creative directors are appointed by the Ministry of Culture. We want to
offer an alternative, a modern theatre that discusses social problems with
a degree of creative freedom,” says Khalezin. Many of the troupe’s actors
have been fired from jobs with the state theatre for working with BFT.
“I understood that I had a choice between a stable salary and personal
security, and artistic satisfaction,” says actress Maryna Yurevich. “It was a
difficult decision to make, but in the end I took the only one that I could.”

Sarah Van Tassel
Founder/Artistic Director of Guts&Guile
Productions, an independent theatre
company, and new Artistic Director of the
Walterdale Playhouse, Edmonton.
What moved you to form Guts&Guile?
I started Guts&Guile in 2008 while going through
some transitions in my personal life. I wanted to tell
the stories of people who make choices that other
people don’t always agree with—choices that don’t
always fit the norm. We seek to create experiential
theatre—delving into the human condition by
exploring the subtleties of silence, aggression
and affection.

The theatre is not officially incorporated and has no facilities. Rehearsals
and performances (always free of charge) are held secretly in small private
apartments, which, due to security and the risk of persecution, must
constantly be changed. Audiences are informed of shows by email or text
message. Nearly 9,000 people attended performances during the first two
years of the company’s existence.
BFT’s international supporters include Ian McKellen, Jude Law, Tom
Stoppard, Harold Pinter and former Czech president/playwright Václav
Havel. The company trains emerging artists, produces shows, readings,
publications and translations, distributes the work of local playwrights
internationally and promotes awareness for both the political situation
and art being created by Belarusian artists in international theatre
festivals. The theatre has no website.

You’re taking over as the new AD of the
Walterdale. What will this institutional job do to
your independent theatre practice?
I’m hoping they’ll complement one another. There’s
a lot yet that I have to learn and I’m still growing as
an artist. The Walterdale has played an important
part for many Edmonton theatre artists, and I’m
really excited to be the Artistic Director for the next
two years. As for Guts&Guile I’ve started to branch
out—I wrote my first play this season and I know that
things like working on the Walterdale’s Evening of
One-Acts will definitely benefit me as an emerging
playwright.

Belarus Free Theatre’s
Being Harold Pinter.
Photo credit: Greg Wood
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When I was asked to write a piece comparing the
independent theatre cultures in Edmonton and Calgary,
I naively thought I could draw on my knowledge of
the two communities, talk to colleagues in both cities
for extra insight, and write a beautifully concise and
articulate piece, bringing you both to tears and to your
feet in thunderous applause.
It wasn’t that simple.
Both indie communities are always shifting—new
artists are constantly emerging on to the scene,
grant programs are appearing and disappearing and
rehearsal and performance spaces seem to be in a
constant state of flux. The more questions I asked, the
more I became aware of the similar struggles all indie
artists face. Can we afford an Equity artist? What’s third
party liability insurance? And why does there have to
be a major battle-of-Alberta sporting event on our only
Friday night performance?
If we define independent theatre artists as those who
create work outside of the framework of incorporation,
then a main difference is the degree of fluidity with
which these artists organize themselves. In Calgary
the majority of indie artists form unincorporated
companies, creating work with a more-or-less fixed
ensemble. The building of these ensembles comes
from a shared aesthetic and similar point of view.
For these groups, the ensemble model creates a
foundation of strong working relationships that allow
for a common artistic language to be shared between
the artists. According to many Calgary artists I spoke
with, the formation of a structured company, even if
unincorporated, gives the work a sense of legitimacy
within the Calgary community. Often these startup
companies aspire to become an established ensemble
company—the next One Yellow Rabbit perhaps.

by Lana Michelle Hughes
Lana Hughes is an emerging artist
who’s been spending equal time
working on indie projects in Calgary
and Edmonton this year. All Stages
sent her on a mission to report
first-hand on the differences and
similarities within the two cities’
indie scenes.
Above: Natasha Girgis, Beth Graham and Daniela Vlaskalic in Bent
Out of Shape’s The Drowning Girls, one of the most successful indie
shows to come out of Edmonton in the past few seasons.
Photo credit: Cylla von Tiedemann
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Many of these Calgary ensembles of independent
artists are using various forms of collaborative
creation to make work. Companies such as Swallowa-Bicycle are becoming recognized for their inventive
collaborative creations—their spirit of shared
aesthetic and experimentation are a good indication
of the overall sensibility of the Calgary scene. As the
independent scene in Calgary isn’t quite as established
as Edmonton’s, it forces indie artists to think outside
the box—sometimes using found spaces to create nontraditional work.
In contrast, Edmonton independent theatre doesn’t
adhere to the same necessity of company formation.
Many indie artists in the capital city work together
on a project-to-project basis. There are exceptions
of course—Kill Your Television has a ten-year
unincorporated record of excellent work. But this lack
of a company model creates a more fluid indie scene in
Edmonton, where artists often collaborate with many

Indie Theatre
different people. And while there are certainly a few
collaborative creation groups, in general Edmonton’s
independent scene embraces a traditional script-toproduction model (albeit with a strong focus on new
works), with very few groups exploring found spaces.
Again there are exceptions, like the Serial Collective,
which produces exciting and bold new work in sitespecific venues. And while many of Edmonton’s indie
artists don’t often use the term “indie” synonymously
with “edgy”, the stories they tell are often more
challenging than what you might find in large
professional houses.
In Edmonton there’s a mix of professional and
emerging artists who participate in the independent
scene. In fact, established artists (who have become
the backbone of the scene) produce the majority
of independent productions in Edmonton. Indie
companies such as the Maggie Tree and Windrow
Performance produce amazing professional-quality
work; as emerging indie artists begin to create, they
look to companies like these for inspiration.
In Calgary the independent scene seems to be primarily
a place where emerging artists establish their careers
and discover their aesthetics. There are many theatre
companies in Calgary, both small and large, that produce
seasons of plays and employ actors at professional
wages. From many conversations I had with Calgary
artists it seems these work opportunities supplant the
indie work artists might otherwise do. In contrast,
Edmonton has fewer professional companies that hire
fewer local actors; professional artists are therefore more
likely to try their hand at independent work.
Calgary’s independent scene seems to benefit from
a level of mentorship from professional companies.
Because Edmonton’s indie scene is more saturated
with professionals this culture of mentorship isn’t as
dominant. Emerging Calgary artists told me of many
opportunities for assistant directing, or sitting in on
rehearsals with professional companies—this happens
in Edmonton too, but not as often.

The communities also recognize their independent
scenes very differently. Both Calgary’s Betty Mitchell
Awards and Edmonton’s Elizabeth Sterling Haynes
Awards play important roles in celebrating their
respective theatre communities. Interestingly, the
Sterlings have a separate category for best independent
production as well as several categories specifically
for Fringe work. In contrast, there are no specific
independent theatre awards for the Bettys and not a
single category devoted to the Fringe. Although awards
certainly aren’t everything, one has to ask why the
independent scene isn’t recognized to the same extent
in Calgary as it is in Edmonton. Is it because Calgary’s
indie scene is comprised mostly of emerging artists? Or
has the growth of Calgary’s theatre scene been so quick
that the community is still trying to catch up?
While talking with indie artists this past month
I was inspired by the passion, creativity, talent
and dedication I found in both cities. Artists work
independently because they want to stretch their
creative muscles without worrying about alienating
a subscriber base. They work for exposure and
experience, and because they want their unique voices
to be heard. One of the things I heard loud and clear
from everyone I spoke to is the undeniable sense of
community among indie artists—no matter which city
you’re in. It’s about working together, and sharing
resources. We are in this together.
And yes, you can borrow my staple gun any time.
Lana Michelle Hughes is an actor, director and playwright whose
work has been seen in Edmonton and Calgary. She is the artistic
director of Edmonton’s independent feminist theatre company
Running In Heels Productions, sits on the board of the Alberta
Playwrights Network and can usually be found working at
Catalyst Theatre.

*Thanks to Ellen Close,
Michelle Kennedy, Charles
Netto, Mark Hopkins,
Andrea Beça, Beth
Graham, Carla Ritchie,
Geoff Brown, Sarah Van
Tassel, Julie Orton, Eva
Cairns, Ellen Chorley and
Nicole Moeller.

Below: Cheryl Faye Olson
and Chad Nobert in Hockey
Mom, Hockey Dad, produced
by Calgary indie newcomer
Beyond the Brink Productions,
directed by Mike Griffin.
Photo credit: Frazer Andrews

Indie or not, one of the centerpieces of Edmonton’s
theatre scene is the Edmonton International Fringe
Festival. It’s a place where all theatre artists congregate,
from emerging artists to theatre vets. The Festival
creates a “can do” production atmosphere; artists who
produce successfully at the Fringe may be more inclined
to test their production skills on indie productions.
If a successful Fringe show is remounted as an indie
production during the regular season, positive Fringe
buzz can increase the indie production’s success with
grant applications and attendance. Calgary’s Fringe
doesn’t seem to act as a support system or development
ground for indie artists in the same way. It’s much
smaller and doesn’t seem to be as essential a part of
theatre culture in Calgary.
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Indie Theatre

New Equity
Indie Agreements
by Geoffrey Ewert
Every season new independent theatre
companies emerge in Alberta, producing
exciting and challenging work, sometimes
conforming to a traditional production
model and sometimes launching into more
uncharted, experimental waters. Regardless
of the approach, one thing remains constant
through these indie projects: the work is
being created by artists who are passionate
about their art. And this work is imperative to
Alberta’s cultural landscape.
So why does Equity have to get in the way?
In an ideal world, it doesn’t. The utopian
scenario for all parties would be a perfect
balance between creative artistic freedom
and safety and protection for artists.
However, variables change: working
standards need to be kept current, new
models for artistic creation may operate
outside of current policies and guidelines,
new technology becomes available for
marketing and/or performance not previously
covered in agreements, funding opportunities
fluctuate—these all contribute to constant
pitching and shifting as we try to maintain
some sort of equilibrium. As the current chair
of Equity’s Southern Alberta Council Policy
Advisory Group (CPAG), it is my responsibility
to pass on the concerns of artists to Council
to help facilitate that balance. This type of
communication has lead to the development
of different agreements focused on
addressing these issues.
Independent theatre companies have
the valiant task of trying to maintain a
balance between the creation of art and the
economics of creating art. For most indie
companies, funds are very scarce. They
need to operate in different ways in order
to simply stay alive—artists have to take
on extra responsibilities, pitching in where
needed to get the job done. On top of this,
the prospect of dealing with Equity can seem
a bit daunting. When engaging Equity artists,

there are a couple of options available to
these companies: the Indie agreement and
the new Tangerine Project.

The Indie: The Independent Artists
Projects Policy (or the “Indie”) is meant
to address the needs of artists producing
independent theatre. Under the Indie Policy,
when companies are facing a cash-crunch, a
portion of the weekly fee may be deferred and
then recovered from money made at the
box office.
The Indie is for a theatre company that
is artist-driven and does not receive any
operating grants. The company must be able
to meet the minimum requirements identified
in the Independent Theatre Agreement (ITA),
and cannot co-produce with another company
using another agreement or have a box office
potential that exceeds a G-house category
(approximately $16,600). This option is
better suited for companies following a more
traditional production model.
As we have seen over recent years, more and
more companies are exploring creation-based
work. The needs of artists have changed, and
new agreements have become necessary.
The result has been the test-drive of a new
agreement known as the Tangerine Project.

The Tangerine Project: This agreement
allows for greater flexibility that is often
needed with creation-based work. This is a
pilot project that is available for use until
June 24, 2012.
The Tangerine Project is to be used by
artists or independent theatre companies
creating new work from the earliest stages
of development. It is designed to address
projects that are multi-disciplinary and/or
incorporate production elements or artists
that are not traditionally used. An indie
company can contract for one or all of the
phases of the Tangerine Project.

The Tangerine Project addresses four phases
of the creation of a production:

Phase 1: Creation. In order to
accommodate the freedom and flexibility
needed for early creation, contracts can allow
for non-continuous engagement. This means
that the creation process can be spread over
an extended period of time where artists
come together for small pockets of time, and
then go away for a period of weeks or months.
Phase 2: Development. This phase is
similar to the previous phase, but addresses
elements such as public readings.

Phase 3: Performance in Progress. This
phase allows for initial presentations to a
paying audience, followed by rehearsals to
address any changes or further explorations
needed.

Phase 4: Production. This phase is
for when the piece is ready for full-scale
production. This final phase will adhere to
the Canadian Theatre Agreement (CTA) terms
and conditions more than the previous three
phases.
So which agreement fits your circumstance?
Need help moving forward? Talk to your
Equity Councillor—you can find contact info
for your Councillor on the Equity website
(www.caea.com). Do you have thoughts,
opinions, or questions that you feel Equity
needs to hear? Contact your CPAG—you can
find them on the Equity website as well. And
as always—keep up the good work.
Geoffrey Ewert is an Artistic Associate with Sage
Theatre in Calgary. This fall he is off to the Central
School of Speech and Drama in London, UK to pursue
his MA in Advanced Theatre Practice.
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Afloat on the

Indie Ocean
Brieanna Blizzard in ANCHOR|RED Theatre’s production of After.
Photo credit: Benjamin Laird Arts & Photo

All Stages talked
to some Alberta
indie theatre artists
about the specific
challenges they face
and the strategies
they employ to
meet them.
Vanessa Sabourin and Kristi Hansen are
Co-Artistic Directors of The Maggie Tree, an
Edmonton indie company with a mandate to
“support the development and visibility of
women in creative leadership roles.” Together
they’ve produced three indie productions.
Calgary wife-and-husband team Brieanna and
Andrew Blizzard run ANCHOR|RED Theatre
and have produced two indie productions
under that title since 2009.

You’re stranded on the indie theatre
desert island. What’s the one thing you
must have with you?
Vanessa and Kristi: Our artists and their
artistry. They are the most important
ingredients of indie theatre. Because at the
end of the day, they are all you have.
Brieanna and Andrew: Is it cheating to say
the one thing we’d need is our music studio?
Can we have that transported to the island?
Because story and music always inspire each
other in our work, we spend a great deal of
our time creating in the studio. Out of all the
technical elements, we rely most heavily on
sound to create the world of our play. Perhaps
we would just need one musical instrument.
The two of us, the seedling of our story, and
something to compose a soundtrack with...
and we’d have what we need to create an
ANCHOR|RED original.
Amber: OK this might be cheating, but the
one thing I must have with me is a comrade
in arms. A friend, a foil, a collaborator,

a performer, a dreamer. When you have
another artist by your side suddenly anything
is possible: “Okay…I’m going to take that
paragraph you wrote, climb up our one
coconut tree, hang upside down and read it.
Can you stand by the shore and tell me what
you think?”
Geoff: Another person. I have a hard time
getting anything done without another
person to give me deadlines and to bounce
ideas off of. If I don’t have someone working
with me, I usually just leave things to the last
second. If there’s somebody else, I have to
bring it because I know that’s going to make
them bring it too. And I think ultimately what
makes theatre engaging are the interactions
and relationships between people. Even if
it ends up being a one-person show, it’s the
communication that’s gone on in building the
show that’s going to make it alive. It’d also be
a bonus if they know how to catch a wild boar
or something.

Amber Borotsik founded Edmonton’s
Dammitdance Theatre with her partner Jesse
Gervais in 2004. In 2010 they changed the
name of the company to Windrow Performance,
“so we didn’t have to swear at people every
time we talked about our company.” The
company has seven Sterling nominations and
two awards under its belt.
And Geoffrey Brown is the co-inventor of the
Major Matt Mason Collective, a Calgary group
dedicated to bringing artists of all disciplines
together to “create young, intimate
theatrical events.”

The Maggie Tree Co-Artistic Directors Kristi Hansen and Vanessa Sabourin in Folie à Deux by Trevor Schmidt.
Photo credit: David van Belle
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Indie Theatre
Your indie production is sinking—
either due to lack of money or time
or both. What’s the first thing
you ditch?

pocket of being scared stiff while also making
bold, sharp, fast choices is a trip and a half…
yeesh. Fear becomes a luxury that you no
longer have time for.

Vanessa and Kristi: If time is the enemy,
technical elements tend to be the first to go.
Along with marketing, so we can use our time
to focus on the ‘story’ of our production.

Geoff: Definitely technical elements.
Whatever is the easiest to ditch. It’s usually
the thing we end up being limited by anyway
and I’ve found that a lot of the time those
limitations make it more interesting. If you
can’t afford stage lights and you have to light
the entire show with lamps, suddenly that
adds a whole new ingredient that you can use
to make the show better.

If money is the issue, well, we try to do what
we can to keep expenses to their minimum.
If it is possible, a smaller or cheaper venue
will be sought. The set budget might get low
on cash but high on imagination. Favours or
exchanges are called in. But unfortunately,
these things are usually already at their
minimum so the truth is that the artists’
wages are usually the most affected by lack
of money. It’s a terrible reality that artists
are considered a ‘soft’ cost. And honestly, if
you have a rental agreement with a theatre
to pay a certain amount, there isn’t much
room for negotiation because they need the
money too. Gosh, everyone needs the money.
We have been told flat out by granting
organizations that artist fees should be the
first to go when you are not given your full
funding request on a project. It is our goal
as a company to pay our teams what they
are worth as well as to provide an incredible
artistic opportunity. This can be a challenge.
Brieanna and Andrew: The set takes the hit
for us usually. This isn’t because the set
isn’t important; we just go into our projects
knowing we will be the ones buying the
materials and building the set ourselves. So
from the get-go, we often think of the most
efficient way to create simple magic and
unique visuals with very limited resources.
Some of our favourite ideas have been
stumbled upon when we’ve run out of money
and need to think of a quick, cheap fix. Most
of our last set was actually built for free,
after late night alley scavenges for junk we
could paint to look like something more
glamourous or high tech.
Amber: Oh god. I ditch whatever elements
take energy away from the show that
exists—the actual show you’ve got on your
hands, which is perhaps no longer the same
as the one you envisioned at the beginning
of your process. I also (try to) ditch all ego,
attachment and fear, so that I am able to
take an honest look at what’s been created.
Then it’s time to think fast, be bold and be
decisive. Existing in that gut-wrenching

Jesse Gervais and Richard Lee in rehearsal for Windrow
Productions’ Backwater.
Photo credit: Marc J. Chalifoux Photography

It’s opening day. What’s the one thing
you always forget to do?
Vanessa and Kristi: Shower? Eat? Oh, it’s
always the program, isn’t it? There’s always
some little glaring typo when you go pick
them up from the printers. This past year, for
our production of Shatter by Trina Davies, the
front of our programs came out ‘Shatte by
Trina.’ Eep. We had to Sharpie in the ‘r’ and
‘Davies’ on all our opening night programs.
Aside from that there are two items that
tend to be either forgotten, ignored or
unanticipated in indie theatre—safety and
formalized agreements. Indie projects tend
to be heart projects. Everyone is excited
to be there, there is a small budget and
people are usually friends. So agreements
and liabilities get taken for granted and

Bruce Novakowski in The Major Matt Mason Collective’s
Destroy at the 2010 IGNITE! Festival.
Photo credit: Tye Carson

safety can feel like a frustrating, expensive
obstacle. However, if anyone were to get
seriously injured, someone would be legally
and financially responsible, and would likely
feel awful about it. And if a project gets more
expensive, who is footing the bill? Everyone
in the co-op? What if someone decides to
pull out of the project or gets a paying gig?
These are questions that should at least be
addressed with everyone in the room so that
misunderstandings don’t ruin friendships or
working relationships.
Brieanna and Andrew: By opening day,
we’ve usually given up on sleeping and eating
altogether. We’ve solved part of that by
learning how to multitask much better these
days. For example, spray painting things
gold while cooking a traditional slow-roasted
beef dinner at midnight after a day of tech.
Indie theatre and learning to be a late-night
gourmet go quite well together, actually!
Amber: That one last email marketing push.
I’m on my computer a lot but I certainly do
not have a love affair with the blasted thing.
On opening day the show’s the thing and
all else takes a back seat. The other thing I
always stink at is adding those last minute
names to the comp list. I end up writing
names on these tiny little bits of paper,
bits that I inevitably sprinkle, seemingly at
random, all around the theatre. One hour
before any indie opening I can be found
running around the theatre space looking for
that one name I can’t remember written on
that one bit of paper I can’t find.
Geoff: I always forget to eat. Between nerves
and the sheer amount of preparation, I
always manage to hit opening night on an
empty stomach. I usually realize the second
that the show has started and by then it’s too
late. It makes for a messy opening
night party.
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Prime Stock Theatre’s A Comedy
of Errors, part of the Bard on the
Bower series.

Indie in Red Deer

Photo credit: Patrick Beagan
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Cooperation and a new creation program fuel Red
Deer’s indie theatre scene By Matt Grue
In the past decade, the Red Deer independent
theatre scene has gone from virtually non-existent
to producing some of the most exciting and dynamic
theatre in the province. In any given season you’re
likely to see productions ranging from a world premiere
musical about being ensnared in purgatory to the work
of Governor General Award winning playwrights to nontraditional approaches to Shakespearian classics.
Why the surge?
“The hunger of the independent artist to apply their
skills to the art form, and to present it to a willing
audience, has grown with the confidence of the
graduates of the various RDC programs,” explains
Thomas Usher, Red Deer College (RDC) Theatre
Instructor and Artistic Director of Prime
Stock Theatre.
Red Deer’s three most prolific companies include
Ignition Theatre, Against the Wall Theatre and Love &
Time Machines, all created by RDC graduates.
While not defined as “independent” theatre in the
traditional sense of being non-incorporated, each of
these companies operates with a true independent
spirit: their primary or sole funding is box-office- and
donation-driven and none employ a full time staff. The
independent spirit is also reflected in their respective
choices of broad and bold programming.
While each company has specific components to their
mandates that make them unique to one another,
each share one primary and common goal: to produce
theatre which gives opportunities for artists to
continue to live and work in Red Deer.

“It’s important to me that I’m able to contribute
artistically to the city in which I trained,” says Jenna
Goldade, Artistic Director of Against the Wall Theatre.
“I wanted to break the trend and find opportunities for
graduates like me to find work in Red Deer.”
In 2005, Ignition Theatre opened its inaugural season
with the Pulitzer Prize-winning play Proof. Since that
time, Ignition has produced more than 30 productions,
two summer theatre festivals and was the driving force
behind the creation of the 120-seat Matchbox Theatre.
Against the Wall Theatre burst onto the scene in 2008
to provide Red Deer with alternative programming,
including the wildly successful Bull Skit, a monthly
sketch comedy and improv show. Most recently they
unveiled the world premiere musical Dead Lovers Day to
critical acclaim and sold out houses.
Love & Time Machines was founded in 2009 and focuses
primarily on fostering the growth of young playwrights
by giving them an opportunity to showcase their
work, either in a staged reading format or a full scale
production at their quarterly event, New Art Night. Love
& Time Machines also employs a unique alternative to a
traditional box office model by encouraging audiences,
following the performances, to pay an amount they
deem appropriate, based on their experience.
Of course, Red Deer is also the home of Prime Stock
Theatre, which has been producing in the area for nearly
two decades and whose most recent focus is The Bard
on the Bower, a summer Shakespeare festival presented
outdoors on the Bower Ponds stage.

Indie Theatre
For all of the recent success and progress, the Red
Deer theatre scene is not immune to many of the same
challenges of larger theatre markets. In June the
Matchbox Theatre was forced to close its doors. Then
the Bard on Bower, which had intended to produce
both Macbeth and The Taming of the Shrew this summer,
was cancelled. And finally, Against the Wall, which had
produced one or two productions annually, decided to
scale back programming, choosing only to produce Bull
Skit for the upcoming season.
Each of these decisions can be attributed to financial
difficulties including limited government funding and
a noticeable drop in box office numbers during the
2010/2011 season.
What might have been a detrimental blow to the
theatre community was instead a call to arms. Each
company began to work together; sharing resources
and experiences, cross promoting—creating a team
environment where only an individual one
existed before.
“We can get a surprising amount accomplished with
little money,” says Andrew McKechnie, Artistic Director
of Love & Time Machines, “because we’ve adapted our
theatrical community into one of shared resources and
mutual support.”
Funding will continue to be an issue and new
challenges, such as a lack of rehearsal and performance
space, audience development and attracting
established artists to the city, will be concerns for each
company in the coming seasons. Nevertheless, the
resilience of the theatre community and the desire to
make Red Deer a sustainable theatre market may be the
driving force behind another decade of evolution within
Red Deer’s artistic community.
However, perhaps the most exciting development in
Red Deer comes from within the brick walls of the Red
Deer College Arts Centre with the implementation of
the new Theatre Performance and Creation program.
The program follows a holistic approach to theatre
artist training that balances performer development
with creation-based expression, encouraging the
students to become creators of theatre as much as
interpreters of it. The program’s design means that
graduates will bring a confidence to their performance
work as well as become creators of new work in
traditional and non-traditional theatre forms.
Why the change from the traditional Theatre
Studies program?
“A nation-wide review of the direction that theatre
training and employment was taking was carried out
by RDC in 2004-06, and indicated that traditional actor
training in a two-year program was not meeting the

best needs of new graduates,” says Usher. The review,
which included recommendations by practitioners,
educators and RDC graduates, recommended that
emerging artists must be able to create work for
themselves as much as audition for work within the
field. It sees traditional actor training as only part
of a larger package of experience that a new artist
must employ. Under the new program, students
learn to express themselves through the creation
of new theatrical works as much as they learn about
interpreting existing scripts.
“At the time, the faculty and administration at RDC
recognized that the previous model which had been put
in place 25 years ago was due for a program review, and
that a change would be a desirable direction to take in
order to enable a refreshed program ... to meet the new
needs of the evolving theatre market in Canada,”
says Usher.
And the students couldn’t be more thrilled.
Jordan Galloway, a first year RDC theatre student
describes why there is wide spread appeal for this
new program: “I really enjoy combining [multiple]
disciplines and I knew that the creation aspect of this
program would give me those opportunities.... I not
only acted in both the first year productions, but I had
to opportunity to underscore each with live music.”

Chad Pitura as Howie in
Ignition Theatre’s Speech
& Debate.
Photo credit: Patrick Beagan

But will it encourage him to stay in Red Deer
and create?
“Absolutely.”
As far as creating truly independent theatre in Red
Deer, you can ask any working theatre professional in
the community and they will all tell you the same thing:
Stephanie Ridge, Production Manager, Ignition
Theatre: “It’s the next step.”
Jenna Goldade, Artistic Director, Against the Wall
Theatre: “If you want to make it happen, you can.”
Andrew McKechnie, Artistic Director, Love & Time
Machines: “There is nothing stopping you from
producing theatre, great theatre, in Red Deer.”
And in a year, when the first graduates of the Theatre
Creation program are hitting the streets, Red Deer will
get a sudden jolt of theatrical independence unlike
anything they, or any other part of the province, will
have ever seen.
Matt Grue is a director, actor and playwright currently living in
Red Deer, Alberta. He is also serving in his seventh season as the
Artistic Director of Ignition Theatre and serves on the advisory
committee for Scripts at Work, a Central Alberta playwright
development program.
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SHE: A History of Adventure
documented by Tammy Roberts, performer/creator
We’re trying a new feature for this issue of All Stages, swapping
out our usual feature, Sides, in which we print excerpts from
new Alberta scripts, with The Process, in which Alberta artists
document a particular rehearsal or creation experience. Sides will
return in the next issue, after which we’ll be alternating between
the two features. –Ed.

An orphaned boy now grown and ready to receive his
birthright. A tale of a 2000-year-old sorceress known
only as “She-Who-Must-Be-Obeyed.” An ancestral call
for vengeance.
These are the catalysts launching our heroes on a quest
that will forever change their lives. H. Rider Haggard’s
Victorian adventure novel, SHE, has all the makings of a
thrilling ride and Trepan Theatre’s Co-Artistic Directors,
Aaron Coates and Cheryl Hutton (fearless adventurers
themselves), were caught up in her spell. They would
adapt the novel for the stage.
Cheryl and Aaron founded Trepan Theatre in 2008 to
bring their delicious sense of experimentation and
play, along with their experience as students of École
Philippe Gaulier (the much-touted French school of
clown and physicality), to Calgary’s indie theatre scene
and the Fringe circuit. The creation of both dialogue
and action in a Trepan show is a combination of script
and improvisation in the rehearsal hall. Keen on finding
the furthest limits of absurdity while retaining a sense
of spontaneity, Cheryl and Aaron push for all involved
to “just get up and do it.”
I have been invited to join Cheryl and Aaron as a
Performer/Creator in the creation of SHE, along with
Chris Enright (Performer/Creator), Trevor Rueger
(Director/Creator) and Gillian Pinckney (Stage
Manager). I cannot believe my good fortune. This is
a dream team. On top of the lengthy history we’ve all
had working together as actors, improvisers, directors
and instructors (our individual relationships as artistic
collaborators ranges from four to 18 years), this is a
room of smart, funny, respectful, generous and creative
people. Their sense of comedy, story and theatricality is
top notch.
We begin meeting in January 2011. We start with table
work (identifying key plot points, essential themes,
engaging moments) and over the next few months we
begin shaping and experimenting. We know there are
elements of this story that we need to depict in a visual
way. Our audience will never retain, for example, the
complex mythology passed down through countless
generations that propels this adventure if we offer
them talking heads. Similarly, we must face the
theatrical challenges presented by the epic scale of this
“She” (Cheryl Hutton) nurses Leo (Aaron Coates) back to health in
Trepan Theatre’s SHE.
Photo credit: Benjamin Laird Arts & Photo
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story. Our heroes travel great distances and face life and death stakes.
When our heroes are set upon by hordes of hungry cannibals we need
to experience their impossible odds and impending doom. We have a
cast of four.
We are up on our feet very soon, dabbling in movement and style.
Someone has an idea and we all jump on board. With improv principles
in our pockets we refrain from blocking or editing—instead adding—
until an idea is seen through. If it doesn’t do what we want it to do
we attack it from another angle, sometimes with a fresh idea from
someone else. We are guided by Trevor’s motto: “Best idea in the
room wins.”
One of my personal fears from the get-go is whether I’ll contribute
enough to this group effort. This is an entirely new process for me
and I wonder whether I will rise to the occasion. One day Aaron asks
the group, “So, who wants to write a jazzy number for SHE to sing?”
No one volunteers. I go home thinking, “Why didn’t I jump on this
opportunity?” I know why. Because I’ve never written a song before
and I don’t know whether I can do it. But the more I think about it the
more I want to try it. Before I can talk myself out if it I fire off an email
to Cheryl and Aaron to tell them I will write the song. Thus committed,
I have no choice but to figure out how to do it—and low and behold,
I do it. Truth be told, I am surprised at how easily it comes to me. Our
sound designer, Kris Benoit, creates the composition from my lyrics
and my basic idea for the tune and I am really and truly proud of
the result.
I am learning from my colleagues every day that we work together.
I’m particularly taken with some of the approaches Cheryl and Aaron
bring from their École Philippe Gaulier training. They will take an
action that has potential to be funny and push it far beyond the point
of sanity to find just how far the joke can go. An example: Aaron’s
character is shown the spot where his previous incarnation was slain.
Walking through this space causes him to scream out in excruciating
pain. Aaron walks through it. Pain. Walks through it again. Pain. And
again. Pain. Passes his arm through it. Pain. Keeps passing his arm
through it. Then his toe. Then his bum. Then his tongue. It just keeps
going. I’m thinking, “My god. Aaron’s gone crackers. This isn’t funny
anymore.” However, this is Aaron’s exploration, not his final product.
In time, Aaron finds exactly how many times he can shriek in agony
while the joke builds to a crest. It ends up being extremely funny.

(l to r) Aaron Coates, Cheryl Hutton and Chris Enright, with Tammy Roberts (front)
in Trepan Theatre’s SHE.
Photo credit: Benjamin Laird Arts & Photo

Big game hunting in Trepan Theatre’s SHE.
Photo credit: Benjamin Laird Arts & Photo

One of our biggest challenges with this project is the balance of
comedy and adventure-drama. We are very uncertain as to what the
ratio should be. We’re particularly uncertain as to which direction
we should go with the climax: comedic or dramatic? Adding to the
uncertainty in the room is the collective nature of our work. As
performer/creators working with a director/creator we have blurred
some of the boundaries of traditional roles, and everyone has a sense
of ownership in these creative decisions.
When the time comes to address the climax there is friction. Cheryl
(playing “She”) is at the centre of this scene and she believes we
should explore the comic potential of the moment. In previous
discussions this is what we had leaned toward. Trevor is not so sure
and instead wants to investigate the horror of a supernatural event
as depicted in the original story. They are at loggerheads and it is a
difficult rehearsal moment to navigate. Both have an equal stake in
this decision and without the traditional hierarchy of theatre roles
there is no clear solution. In the end, Cheryl agrees to try Trevor’s
direction and this becomes the choice we take to the stage.
As I write we are mid-way through our run of SHE. Months of creation
work are coming to a close. But when does the creating actually
end? Is the product necessarily finalized with the arrival of the first
audience? To anyone creating a new work audience response is
an immensely important tool—most especially if that new work is
comedy. Our audiences provide an immediate and visceral indication
of what works and what doesn’t. Tonight I go into show number four
of nine and we are arriving early to make changes that we feel will
better our show: clearer physical beats in one section, jokes scrapped
here and there, lines cut to more efficiently drive our story. It’s not a
complete overhaul, but we feel it’s a necessary evolution in response
to our most valuable contributors, our patrons.
In the words of ageless “She”, “Let us start upon the great venture
which shall end—who knoweth where?”
Tammy Roberts is a Calgary-based actor and improviser. Select companies she
has performed with include Trepan Theatre, Vertigo Theatre, Lunchbox Theatre,
Obscene But Not Heard, Shadow Productions and Dirty Laundry: “Calgary’s
completely live, completely improvised soap opera.”
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Indie Theatre:
The technician’s double-edged stage sword
by Scott Peters, All Stages Technical Editor
If you are working in technical theatre then
it’s likely you have been involved in at least
one independent production, and (depending
on that experience) maybe more. It can be
the best of times, or it can be the worst of
times, but as is usually the case, it’s both.
Here are four double-edged indie swords to
swallow, and some tips to ease them down.

MANY HATS

great work without pesky Artistic Directors,
General Managers, Production Managers,
Technical Directors, or Boards of Directors
watching your every move. Maybe you are
creating an entire venue, or an environmental
setting. Whatever the challenge, you are free
to use your own skills and imagination to get
it done as long as the group is in agreement,
right? Well, when in charge of the technical

Indie theatre is a great opportunity for an
ambitious technician. With limited resources,
a keener could (and usually does) end up as
the sound and lighting technician, carpenter,
painter, seamstress, props master, stage
manager and maybe even the designer. What
this really means is that our keener doesn’t
sleep for a month, and usually falls down in
one or more of these responsibilities, causing
frustration and flaring tempers throughout
the company. There’s never a dull moment in
indie theatre.

EXPERIENCE
Indie theatre can be a great experience for
a young technician, and it’s usually the one
reason most people get involved with an indie
production. Although the budgets and casts
are usually small, it doesn’t mean that the
expectations or pressures are. If the show is a
success (critically, artistically or monetarily),
every hardship will be worth it, everyone will
be happy, and it will be a great experience to
be passed down through the ages. If the show
is less than successful however, it will make
everyone involved not only question indie
theatre, but all theatre and their future in it.

FREEDOM
Because indie theatre is usually produced
by a small group of enthusiastic theatre
practitioners, there is freedom to do lots of

in creating theatre on a shoestring. Often,
this means begging, borrowing or stealing
to get the job done. Unfortunately, company
expectations are not in proportion to budgets,
and technicians are required to create
beautiful, professional productions whether
there is money or not. As for remuneration,
the scale is extreme. I worked for a month
on an indie show (wearing several hats) that
sold out its run, won awards, got picked up
for another run and everyone involved made
lots of money. Happy face. I also worked for
a month on an indie show (wearing several
hats) that sold out its run, won several awards
and everyone involved made two hundred
bucks each. Sad face.

HALLMARKS FOR INDIE SUCCESS

Scott Peters.
Photo courtesy of Scott Peters

end of an indie production, there are lots of
safety rules and regulations, best practices to
follow, and scheduling to work out; without
those aforementioned pesky people around,
then it falls on the lone technician to get it all
done—safely, legally and on time.

MONEY
There’s not usually much of this going around
in indie theatre, either in the production or
in the wages department, and it’s not usually
the main reason anyone gets involved in an
indie production. More often than not, the
production has to be created with little or no
budget, which is a great learning experience

1. A good script. Although technicians
rarely have control over what script is
chosen, if it doesn’t seem like a good
script it probably isn’t, and seeing as
your paycheque depends on bums in the
seats, consider that script carefully before
getting involved.
2. Cast size. Even a great script, production
and house won’t make anyone any money
if there are twelve people dividing the
take. Look for shows that have a small
cast and crew. Also see number 1.
3. Personalities. A tricky one. Indie
productions mean working very closely
for extended hours with all cast and crew
members, so make sure that they are people
you like. But even so, friendships can
become truly strained if things go badly.
Good luck and play safe, indie or not.
Scott Peters has worked in technical theatre and
theatre design for 20 years in Alberta and beyond.
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Steve Pirot won’t swim across this channel.
Photo credit: Jill Connell

by Steve Pirot
My tent is pitched by the shore. Some young
folk approach. Welcome! I wave them to my
fire. They’ve come to Swim The Channel. I
don’t mind the company—freedom is a lonely
business after all—but let me be clear: I’m not
one of them.
They are an “indie company”. They are
called The In-Crowd. More than a group of
individuals banded together for a single
mission, The In-Crowd is a company. They
genuinely aspire to “professionalism”,
so: renting performance space / stealing
rehearsal space / the pub double-booked
so Wednesday night fundraiser moved to
Tuesday / fingers-crossed for that project
grant / photocopied programs / who
wants to design the posters…for now.
But someday, someday: their own soft
seat theatre / an operating grant from the
Canada Council / glossy programs with ads
for boutique furniture shops / et cetera,
someday, someday. The AD of the company
stands beside me, ass to the flames, facing
the formless fog, whispering the motto
“Someday, Someday.” Her name is Becky.
“Swimming The Channel is the only way,” she
says. “It is what all established companies
have done. Either we will emerge established
on the other shore, or we will drown.” Most
drown. She knows this.
The absence and pursuit of opportunity and
reputation have brought them here. Their
idiom is not independence, but rather being
young and having naught. That’s why they
complain so much. “The water’s so cold,”
Becky says. Yes, it is cold. “Why did nobody
but our friends and family come to watch
16
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us Swim The Channel?” Because you are
important to nobody but your friends and
family. She glares. You’re just a hatchling.
You’re breakfast for gulls. If you make it to the
other side, I’m sure there will be some kind of
ribbon cutting. If that’s what you want. If you
make it. She pouts. “And what occupation
do you here pursue?” she asks me. I am
Independent Theatre and I like it like that.
She resolves. Her question eagerly does she
renew, “How is it that you live, and what is it
you do?”
I lean into her. No strings hold me up nor tie
me down. I stand alone, and unsupported. I
stand with no associations, no affiliations,
no compromise. I am bound to nothing,
not even an audience! I don’t care what
others say or what they do. I AM FREE from
every expectation. I do. Whatever I want.
However I want. Wherever I want. Free! I do
what I choose what I do-be-do-be-do. I am
Independent Theatre, I whisper in her ear.
Who the fuck are you?
We stand a moment. Facing the frontier
beyond the edge of the firelight. My question
competes with the drone of the waves.
The surf has hypnotized you, Becky. It wants
to swallow you. Snap out of it. Stay here with
me on the shore and watch The In-Crowd dance
themselves into a whirlpool, the same stories
repeating, ad nauseum infinitum. They have
regurgitated this way forever. For the sake of
vitality, stay with me.
I run my fingers down her back; she does
not resist.

Don’t cross over, Becky. Independence is not
synonymous with “amateur” or “immature”,
no, the exact opposite. It is a spirit and I am
its name. I am Independent Theatre and I like
it like that. I am elusive. I am the wind in every
theatre. Weakest in rich houses, but always
whispering in their masters’ ears, the way I
whisper in your ear now, Becky. They heard me
when they were younger and poorer. Before
they built up all that indebtedness that robbed
them of their independence. Stay with me,
Becky. Here you are free to do whatever. You
have nothing to lose. You will never be freer
than you are right now. Stay here. I can fill
your sails.
You can do anything. And if you are not doing
anything you want, then what are you doing?
She breaks away from my touch. “Or you
could come with us. I hear the bass note of
regret in your declaration of independence.
Is that because freedom is a lonely business,
old man?” To my credit, I do not offer weak
protestations about the folly of jumping off
of bridges just because everybody else does.
She leads The In-Crowd to the water, and—to
her credit—before she dives into the surf she
turns and blows me a sweet kiss goodbye.
Steve Pirot is an Artistic Producer with Azimuth
Theatre, and Festival Director for Nextfest. He is by no
means the personification of Independent Theatre.
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